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 Introduction
The Bahrain Electricity and Water Authority – a governmental body 
adherent to the Minister of Electricity and Water, Wael bin Nasser 
Al Mubarak – decided to suspend all new transactions related to 
the Ja’fari Endowments Council – also a governmental body – as a 
result of a dispute between the two bodies over electricity and wa-
ter charges on Husseini Ma’tams (Shiite places of worship and ritual 
performance) held in the country. These charges were a result of the 
measures taken by the Electricity Authority – as a result of a Law issued 
by the Minister of Justice in 2012 – holding that Husseini Ma’tams are 
considered public utilities, rather than places of worship, knowing 
that the latter are exempted from electricity fees according to the 
country’s laws. Accordingly, the Electricity Authority began imposing 
charges on Ma’tams for electricity and water services. As of 2012 this 
issue has been a matter of dispute among local subjects, and has 
generated a number of legal and political positions, while the gen-
eral track of this case – or file – was that of worsening religious con-
ditions in the country, and it was increasing the agitation of those 
conditions, to the extent that its legal and institutional presence, as 
well as its legal role in state-building, was being limited. 
This decision is a new legal burden on religious rights activists, and 
marks a new violation of religious rights and of the private affairs of 
the Shiite community in Bahrain, such as: religious endowments, sci-
entific affairs, religious institutes, preaching activity, religious organ-
izations, places of worship, rituals and ceremonies, Shari’a courts, 
and personal statuses. 
This paper seeks to examine the different dimensions of this issue, spe-
cifically with regard to the case of Ja’fari Endowments and Ma’tams 
in Bahrain, so as to present a vision which refutes the government’s 
allegations about Ma’tams not being considered places of worship, 
given that this allegation shapes a critical threat to the future of the 
Shiite sect in Bahrain. This could create more serious repercussions 
in the future if not approached in a manner that guarantees the 
just and full religious rights of the Shiite sect – which is an indigenous 
component comprising the majority in the country. 
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This paper presents different aspects of the topic in question, it first 
addresses the private nature of the legal personality of sects and 
belief groups according to international and local laws. It then pre-
sents a detailed study around the definition of places of worship, en-
dowments, and the legal bodies responsible for organizing and su-
pervising them in the Ja’fari sect. Following that, is a comprehensive 
discussion on the specificities that prove that Ma’tams cannot be 
enlisted under any definition among the prevalent definitions of the 
term. Finally, the issue of fees and governmental grants is addressed 
briefly. 
The paper intends to prove that Shiite places of worship– for exam-
ple – have a private legal personality and should be subjugated un-
der the category of places of worship, where they enjoy the same 
legal and religious specificities. The paper also aims at taking a posi-
tion in the matter of the state’s provision of grants, benefits, and fees, 
to affirm that charging electricity and water fees on Shiite places of 
worship –for example – or cutting fees from their welfares without 
their knowledge is in violation of all legal and religious laws. At the 
end of the paper, a set of recommendations that are believed to 
shape a proposed guideline to address the crisis of Ma’tams and 
Ja’fari endowments in the country, so as to preserve the indigenous 
presence of the Shiite community and to secure its freedom, inde-
pendence, and rightful equality with other religious entities, sects, 
and belief groups in Bahrain.
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Chapter One 

The Recent crisis 
of Husseini Ma’tams – Facts:
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1. 1.1. Local newspaper, “Al-Ayam”, published a news report on De-
cember 14, 2019, by journalist Yasmine Shaheen, stating that the Electric-
ity and Water Authority had suspended all new transactions of the Ja’fari 
Endowments Council, for weeks, in light of the latter’s failure to pay its 
bills for its real estate, which amount to more than Two Million dinars, and 
which had been due for a long time(1) . 
     The Electricity and Water Authority has decided to suspend all transac-
tions of the Ja’fari Endowments Council - an independent governmental 
body – related to electricity and water provision for any property newly 
rented by the Ja’fari Endowments Council, unless all its debts – which 
amount to millions of dinars – are paid. Sources close to the ministry in-
dicated that they gave orders to all employees, in all branches of the 
ministry, not to provide services and transactions, and to transfer elec-
tricity to any other tenant if the rental property belonged to the Ja’fari 
Endowments Council. This procedure directly affected the tenants who 
paid their rents to the Ja’fari Endowments Council, without being provid-
ed by electricity and water services, as a result of the dispute between 
the Electricity and Water Authority and the Ja’fari Endowments Council.

Extended Harm caused by the Decision 
1.2. In the same period, informed sources stated that a delegation from 
the Ja’fari Endowments Council – headed by Mr. Youssef Al-Saleh(2), 
Chairman of the Ja’fari Endowments Board – had a meeting with the 
Minister of Electricity and Water, Wael bin Nasser Al Mubarak(3), and dis-
cussed the decision issued by the Ministry to stop all endowment transac-
tions managed by the Ja’fari Endowments Council – where the minister 
promised to look into the matter.
1.3. Sources also accounted, in that same period, that the Ja’fari En-
dowments Council called its board of directors to an emergency meet-
ing to study the current situation, provided that an official letter be sub-
mitted to the Ministry of Electricity and Water, to inform it of the harms that 
this “ill-studied” decision would cause on the functions of Ja’fari Endow-
ments; where the number of electricity and water bills for property, real 
estate, and endowments whose functions are organized and managed 
by the Ja’fari Endowments Council exceed thousands, and the amounts 
due are estimated at approximately two million dinars.

(1) Al-Ayyam Newspaper: Bills exceeded two million dinars…Sources for “Al-Ayyam”: “Electricity” suspended the transactions of Ja’fari endowments. (translated title)
https://www.alayam.com/alayam/first/831405/News.html 
(2)  The King of Bahrain, Sheikh Hamad bin Isa Al-Khalifa, issued an order to reconfigure the administration of the Ja’fari Endowments Council on June 13, 2019, to be headed by Youssef 
Al-Saleh, in succession to Sheikh Abdul Mohsen Al-Asfour.
(3) The King of Bahrain issued Decree No. 84 of 2019 appointing Wael Al-Mubarak as Minister of Electricity and Water, in succession of Minister Abdul Hussain Mirza, who spent 17 years in 
the Ministry. The decree was affirmed on October 5, 2019, succeeding Minister Abdul Hussain Mirza, who spent 17 years in the Ministry.
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From places of worship to public utilities
1.4. The accumulation of this charged amount came as a result of the 
government –represented by the Ministry of Justice, Islamic Affairs and 
Endowments – changing the description of the legal, administrative, and 
financial status of Ma’tams from places of worship to public utilities, ac-
cording to which the exemption of electricity charges have been can-
celled, and fees have been imposed on them under the category of  
commercial establishment tariffs, just as they would be imposed on any 
private economic utility, such as hotels, companies, and factories. Ac-
cording to this procedure, the Electricity and Water Authority issued elec-
tricity and water bills for Ma’tams based on the new classification. Note-
worthy is that official newspapers indicated the presence of an official 
intention to reclassify mosques and Ma’tams, in all governorates of Bah-
rain, as spaces of public services and utilities. In this context, “Al-Ayyam” 
newspaper stated in a news report published on November 16, 2019, 
that this trend includes – according to official statistics – 1320 mosques, 
among which 596 are classified as Sunni endowments, and 751 of which 
are listed under the administration of Ja’fari endowments, in addition to 
618 Ma’tams, according to official census(4).

Ministerial Resolution affirms: Ma’tams are places of worship
1.5. The aforementioned action was taken without reference to any leg-
islative text, it was rather conflicting with all legislative texts and govern-
mental decisions that had indicated or mentioned places of worship, in-
cluding Ma’tams, such as Resolution No. (41 of 2008) issued by the Ministry 
of Justice, which specified in its first article, that the meaning of places of 
worship indicates that it includes: “mosques, Ma’tams, shrines, tombs, and 
their appurtenances from buildings and halls(5)”. The violation of this legisla-
tive and legal fact gives this procedure an arbitrary nature on the part of 
the Minister of Justice, Islamic Affairs and Endowments. The new measures 
also contradict the legal description provided to other places of worship 
– the government of Bahrain had categorized many centres and places 
of worship of other sects and belief groups under the concept “places of 
worship”, while excluding only Ma’tams and other Shiite places of worship. 
1.6. This change in the legal description is unconstitutional, and illegal. It is 
also in contradiction with several statements and speeches issued by the 
Ministry of Justice, Islamic Affairs and Endowments themselves, at different 

(4)  Al-Ayyam Newspaper: 1320 mosques and 618 Ma’tams in the four governorates…Change the classification of mosques and Ma’tams to “public facilities” (translated title). 
https://www.alayam.com/alayam/first/826721/News.html
(5)  Resolution No. (41 of 2008).
http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=9385#.Xhnmti1AbfY
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times, which had indicated that places of worship may not be used in pro-
motion of electoral campaigns or other activities of a political nature. Some 
of these statements were issued following some deputies and political or-
ganizations convening of meetings and programs in Ma’tams. For example, 
in 2013 the Ministry of Justice addressed “Al-Wefaq” Association not to hold 
an activity in “Al-Ghadeer” Hall that belongs to Ma’tam “Sar”, and sent a 
letter to the association to assure its abidance by the law. The text of the 
letter stated: “Since your association continued to violate the law during its 
general conference, by not following the conditions and rules stipulated in 
the statute, by calling for, and setting up meetings at different times, and this 
time, by establishing the general conference in one of the places of worship 
in one of the two halls located in the land of Ma’tam “Sar”, on the direct 
borders of the campus of the land designated for the Ma’tam, which is a 
matter that you had been notified about in advance(6).”
1.7. According to news published by local newspapers in 2015, former 
Ja’fari Endowments Board, headed by Sheikh Mohsen Al-Asfour, in the 
context of dealing with this file, had signed an “unjust” agreement on the 
rights and financial resources of endowments and endowment entities, 
managed by the Ja’fari Endowments Council. Under this agreement, 
major financial funds were deducted from the accounts of Ma’tams’ en-
dowments, without the approval of those responsible for them, and were 
then paid to the Electricity and Water Authority, in order to avoid the 
measures that the Electricity and Water Authority was taking against the 
guardians of endowments, endowment property, and possessions(7).
1.8. The current Ja’fari Endowment Board faces a “chronic” problem, 
and a major challenge that adds to the many challenges faced by the 
board, as a result of government arbitrariness in dealing with the files of the 
Shiite community, especially the file of endowments. Official authorities, 
in their correspondences with the Endowments Council, refused to deal 
with Ma’tams as places of worship as they do with mosques, “but they did 
not receive a positive result(8)“. In the case that the file of electricity is not 
resolved, various follow-up sources warn of possible risks, indicating that 
more than 700 Ma’tams and Shiite places of worship will be threatened 
with closure, especially those that do not possess endowments, property 
or investments.  

(6)  Al-Watan Newspaper: Ministry of Justice: Al-Wefaq demanded us not to use places of worship for political activity (translated title). 
http://www.alwasatnews.com/news/755393.html  In 2006 Minister of Municipalities and Agricultural Affairs issued a ministerial decision at the time (No. 77 of 2006) regarding organizing 
electoral campaigs for Parliament and Municipalities elections. The decision was clarified in Article Three which emphasized prohibiting electoral propaganda in certain places, including 
“mosques, Ma’tams and other places of worship” according to the Article, paragraph (a). 
http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=9891#.Xhnlji1AbfY 
(7) Al-Wasat newspaper: “Electricity” collects bills from Ma’tams in cooperation with “Endowments” ... and a management official: We had to pay to avoid blackout. (translated title) 
http://www.alwasatnews.com/news/966387.html 
(8) Al-Watan newspaper: “Al-Ja’faria” transferred the file “Electricity Bills” to the custody of the Endowments Council (translated title). 
https://alwatannews.net/article/90578



Chapter Two

Belief groups ... Legal Personality 
and Religious Rights
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2.1. In the context of sects and belief groups legislation obliges state au-
thorities to work within their specified functions in order to preserve the 
specificities of all sects and belief groups, and assures that they have no 
right of arbitrarily using their powers for the purpose of preventing any 
sect from practicing its own forms of worship and rituals. Sects and belief 
groups have a recognition professed in the constitution that ensures the 
privacy of the bodies that adhere to it, such as places of worship speci-
fied for prayer, ritual performance, or ceremonies, and following its same 
legal and shari’e description – which makes them inseparable. Coun-
tries that respect sectarian specificities recognize the legal personality 
of sects and belief groups, and assign specialized spaces for them. They 
also grant them privileges, including exemption from fees, in correspond-
ence with their legal status.

Specificities of Sects’ possessions 
The state’s specification of certain real estate and property and granting 
them to sects and belief groups removes it from the private ownership 
of the state to the ownership of sects and belief groups. Therefore, these 
possessions and real estate would no longer be considered state prop-
erty, they would no longer be subject to governmental legislation and 
procedures, such as financial and supervisory regulations, and would no 
longer be included among the state’s fixed capital assets. These specifi-
cities are legally effective even if the government gives itself the right to 
appoint the administrative body of this real estate. The property, here, 
would be subjugated under the legal title: sects and belief groups, there-
fore, considering it a public utility subjected to the procedures of the 
public authority of the state would be incorrect.

The Recognition of sects and belief groups 
2.2. The recognition of sects and belief groups constitutes specific ele-
ments that determine its components and regulates its provisions. These 
elements should be organized and determined upon clear and unam-
biguous legislative texts.
 2.3. The Governmental recognition of sects and belief groups can be 
divided into two types:
• The first type: is the state’s general recognition of sects and belief 
groups, including its right to freedom of religion or belief.  Usually, this 
recognition of right is explicitly and unambiguously stated among the ba-
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sic guidelines and principles of the state, such as national charters 
and the constitution – which has the highest legislative rank and is char-
acterized by the specifications of legal rule. 
• The second type: is the state’s specific recognition of sects and be-
lief groups. This is manifested in the administrative procedures through 
which the legal personality of sects is obtained, based on the sect’s re-
quest for an administrative registration of its private legal personality. A 
distinction should be made between the sect’s registration as a private 
legal person, and the administrative registration of religious and endow-
ment organizations belonging to the sect. 
2.4. The recognition of freedom of religion and belief has three meanings, 
according to the United Nations 2011 report of the Special Rapporteur 
on Freedom of Religion and Belief by Heiner Bielefeldt(9). 
• The first meaning: recognition as a respect of humans in all situa-
tions, and as rights holders with an inherent dignity.
• The second meaning: recognition as a state provision of legal per-
sonalities that religious groups may need for exercising the core aspects 
of their religious and ideological freedom.
• The third meaning: recognition as the state’s granting of a special 
status for religious and ideological factions.

The Definition of religious or belief organizations
 2.5. Definition: A report entitled “Common Guidelines on the legal per-
sonality of religious denominations or belief groups” under clause 17 of 
Part Three stated that: Religious or Belief Organizations: “are religious de-
nominations or belief groups recognized as independent legal persons in 
the national legal system. National law may refer to the recognition of a 
legal personality under various designations, and may resort to a variety 
of legal methods to ensure that religious denominations or belief groups 
are able to act as legal persons in the national legal system. Regard-
less of the method adopted for implementing the private right of sects 
and belief groups of guaranteeing the voluntary obtainment of a legal 
personality status, countries must ensure that the national legal frame-
work designed for that is compatible with the international human rights 
instruments that it is part of, and with its other international obligations. 
Countries must also ensure that obtaining a legal personality is not more 
difficult for religious denominations or belief groups than it is for other lo-

(9)  Bielefeldt, H. (2015). Report of the Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief.
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/RegularSession/Session19/A-HRC-19-60_ar.pdf 
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cal groups or sects(10).” 

States refusal of recognizing the legal personality of sects 
2.6. Item 19 in the “Guiding Principles” memorandum states the follow-
ing: “According to the international human rights law, a state’s refusal to 
grant a legal personality status to a group of individuals based on their re-
ligion or belief amounts to interfering with exercising the right of freedom 
of religion or belief (...). Verily, authorities’ refusal of registering a group 
or withdrawing its legal personality has a direct and significant influence 
on the group itself, its founders, and its members. Consequently, it has 
been proven that the refusal to recognize the legal personality status is 
an interference in the right to freedom of religion or belief as practiced 
by that particular community and its members(11).” 

The right to recognition as a legal personality 
 2.7. Item 20 of the “Guiding Principles” memorandum mentions the right 
of acknowledging a legal personality by stating: “The right to obtaining 
a legal personality status is vital to fully realizing the right to freedom of 
religion or belief. Practicing daily life in a number of fundamental aspects 
becomes almost impossible or extremely difficult without the obtainment 
of a legal personality status(12)”.

Characteristics of recognizing a legal personality
2.8. Item 20 in the “Guiding Principles” memorandum, lists the required 
characteristics for recognizing a legal personality as follows: “These as-
pects include the presence of bank accounts, ensuring judicial protec-
tion of society, its members, and elements, maintaining the ownership of 
religious monuments and of newly built religious monuments, in addition 
to establishing and operating schools and institutes of higher education, 
facilitating wider production of materials used in religious customs and 
rituals, as well as appointing employees, establishing media outlets, and 
managing them(13)”.

Denying sects a legal personality status 
 2.9. Item 21 of the memorandum states: “Any denial of the legal person-
ality of a religious denomination or belief group must be justified under 
strict conditions, as outlined in the first part of the guiding principles, as 
well as under international human rights law(14)”. 

(10)   Common Guidelines on the Legal Personality of Religious Sects or Beliefs, Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, 2014, p. 8. 
https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2014)023-ar 
(11)   Ibid, 9. 
(12)   Ibid, 10. 
(13)   Ibid, 10.
(14)   Ibid, 11.
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Forcing sects to obtain a legal personality status 
2.10. Item 21 of the memorandum states: “Religious denominations and 
belief groups should not to seek obtaining a legal personality if they do 
not wish to do so. The choice of registering in the state or not may itself be 
a religious choice, and enjoying religious rights, and rights of belief should 
not depend on whether the group has sought and acquired a legal per-
sonality status or not(15).”

Preventing practices of police control, surveillance, and restrictive meas-
ures as a result of sect’s non-obtainment of a legal personality status 
 2.11. Item 21 affirms that: “States have mentioned a number of practices 
that are considered a form of police control, surveillance, and restrictive 
measures including: closing places of worship, the confiscation of prop-
erty, the imposition of financial penalties, imprisonment, denial of access 
to worship services, restriction of publication or ownership of religious lit-
erature, or the restriction of freedom of persuading others with one’s own 
religious beliefs. It is evident that these measures and other similar meas-
ures, would not be in line with international standards, if imposed, only 
because of the failure of a religious community or belief group in obtain-
ing the status of a legal person(16).” 

Characteristics of recognizing a legal personality
 2.12. Item 23 of the memo stated: “Regardless of whether the procedure 
followed to allow the obtainment of a legal personality status, and the 
specific conditions set for describing legal personality forms are open to 
religious sects or belief groups [or not], national law, in this regard, must 
be in conformity with international human rights treaties and with the 
commitments of the organization of Security and Cooperation in Europe. 
This means, among other things, that religious and belief organizations 
should be able to practice all forms of religious activities, as well as other 
activities normally practiced by non-governmental organizations(17).”

The independence of the administrative structure of a legal person 
 2.13. Item 31 in the “Guiding Principles” mentions the state’s responsibil-
ity for guaranteeing the independence of the administrative structure 
of private legal persons with due regard to sects and belief groups  as 
follows: “The state must respect the independence of religious sects and 

(15)   Ibid, 11. 
(16)   Ibid, 11.
(17)   Ibid, 12.
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belief groups , when fulfilling its commitments, by providing them with: 
an opportunity to obtain a legal personality. Systems that legislate the 
obtainment of a legal personality should also respect their obligations, 
through providing religious sects and belief groups with the freedom of 
choosing their leadership themselves, as well as choosing their internal 
structure, rules of procedure, the objective content of its beliefs, methods 
of designating clergymen, and choosing certain names among them, as 
well as other symbolic actions. The state should particularly refrain from 
maintaining an objective review as an alternative to the formal review of 
a religious institution and of its status. Also given the large number of the 
various organizational forms that religious denominations or belief groups 
may adopt in practice, a high degree of flexibility in national law is re-
quired in this regard(18).”

Withdrawing a legal person from a religious or belief organization: 
should not lead to the deprivation or banning of the religious sect or 
belief group concerned
2.14. Article 34 of the memorandum stipulates the following: “In no case 
should the withdrawal of a legal person from a religious or belief organ-
ization imply that the community concerned – be it a community of re-
ligion or belief – or its members, no longer enjoy the protection of their 
right to freedom of religion or belief, or their other human rights. Depriving 
these sects of their basic rights or even deciding to prohibit them from 
certain practices, may have serious consequences on the religious life 
of all their members. For this reason, caution should be taken regarding 
the refrainment from prohibiting or putting an end to the activities of any 
religious group simply due to violations from some of its members, since 
this would lead to the imposing a collective punishment on the sect as 
a whole because of actions that ought to be attributed to specific indi-
viduals. Thus, you should direct any wrongdoing committed by individual 
leaders and members of religious organizations to the person concerned 
through criminal, administrative, or civil procedures, rather than directing 
it to the community itself or to other members in the community(19).”

The obligation of including rights and principles of religious denomi-
nations and belief groups 
2.15. Article 37 of the memorandum emphasizes that: “States must en-

(18)   Ibid, 13. 
(19)   Ibid, 15.
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sure that the rights and principles mentioned above are effectively 
included in their national legal system, whether in laws, regulations, prac-
tices, and/or policies. Moreover, States should ensure that officials and 
bodies concerned with the legal personality of religious or belief commu-
nities are aware of, and act upon, the principles mentioned in interna-
tional standards on freedom of religion or belief(20).”
2.16. Respect for the freedom of religion or belief as a human right does 
not depend on administrative registration procedures, since it is consid-
ered a human right prior to, and irrespective of, any state approval pro-
cedure. Countries should provide suitable options for religious denomina-
tions in order to obtain a legal personality status, and these procedures 
should be prompt, transparent, and non-discriminatory. If states decide 
to grant special financial benefits and exemptions, then they must ensure 
that this is done without causing any discrimination by the rule of law, or 
factually, against the followers of other religions or beliefs.

Bahrain’s Constitution and Civil law
2.17. Article 22 of the Constitution of the Kingdom of Bahrain – promulgat-
ed in February 2002, unilaterally and while the issue was still a matter of 
dispute – states: “Freedom of conscience is absolute, and the state guar-
antees the inviolability of places of worship, and the freedom to perform 
religious rites, processions, and religious meetings, in accordance with 
the customs observed in the country(21).”
2.18. Article 31 of the same constitution also emphasizes that: “The organ-
ization of public rights and freedoms stipulated in this constitution shall 
not be regulated or defined except by law, or on legal basis. The organ-
ization or limitation may not affect the essence of the right or freedom.”
2.19. Article (17) of the Civil Code, Decree Law No. (19) of 2001, states the 
following: “A legal personality is established for every group of persons or 
funds for whom this law is recognized(22).”

Requirements of preserving sects and belief groups 
2.20. Sects and belief groups in Bahrain form a variety of groups, and it 
is the government’s obligation to take measures that protect their exist-
ence. In particular, the government is required to:
• Recognize the legal personality of sects and belief groups, provide 
appropriate options and transparent procedures, and treat sects and 

(20)   Ibid, 16. 
(21)   Constitution of Kingdom of Bahrain.
 http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/LegislationSearchDetails.aspx?id=2670
(22)   Civil Law of Kingdom of Bahrain. 
http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/LegislationSearchDetails.aspx?id=3989 
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belief groups fairly when seeking to obtain a legal personality.
• Provide legislative guarantees that preserve the rights and sectari-
an specificities of sects and belief groups. This is stipulated in the consti-
tution and the legislations that regulate the work of sects and religious 
organizations. It should also provide guarantees that enable sects to 
form their religious organizations, and to obtain an independent legal 
personality. 
• Grant privileges and exempt from fees – these are exemptions 
granted to sects and belief groups – provided that this be carried out in 
equally and fairly among all sects in Bahrain. 



Chapter Three

Places of worship: definition - legal 
personality - legal elements – acts 

of discrimination 
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2.21. Places of worship are places where religious beliefs are practiced, 
and religious rituals and customs are held, and are a form of exercising 
a human right. According to international laws, respect for religious free-
dom makes it imperative [for states] to provide places of worship for sects 
and belief groups for practicing their rituals and customs. 
2.22. Places of worship for sects and belief groups have been mentioned 
in more than one Bahraini legislation, as follows:
• Legislations that clarify the intended meaning of places of worship, 
and that identify its members.
• Legislations in which places of worship, or a similar concept, have 
been mentioned, without any specification of its members. 
The texts of legislation will be mentioned respectively.  

Legislations that mention Ma’tams as places of worship
2.23. The legislation below outlines places of worship, explicitly stating 
that Ma’tams fall under that title:
2.23.1. Law No. (39) of 2009 regarding the acquisition of real estate for 
public benefit, defines in Article (1) Clause (12) places of worship as: 
“Mosques, Ma’tams, and places of worship for other religions(23).”
2.23.2. The executive regulations of the Municipalities Law promulgated 
by Resolution No. (16) of 2002 in Article (67), paragraph (b), demonstrates 
that Ma’tams are exempted from paying municipal fees, the text states: 
“Buildings designated for the establishment of religious rituals, such as 
mosques, Ma’tams, churches, and temples(24).”
2.23.3. Resolution No. (41) of 2008 regarding procedures for the establish-
ment of places of worship and their extensions. Article (1) in the resolu-
tion defined places of worship as “mosques, Ma’tams, shrines, tombs and 
their extensions from buildings and halls(25).”
2.23.4. Building Regulation Law No. (13) of 1977, in which Ma’tams were clas-
sified as an implicit, but clear, place of worship in the context of enlisting ex-
ceptions specific to buildings that belong to places of worship in general(26).
2.23.5. Law No. (32) of 2006 amending some provisions of Decree-Law 
No. (18) of 1973 regarding public meetings, marches, and gatherings(27), 
where Article (8) of the law refers to meetings excluded from the pub-
lic meetings that require notifying special security authorities. The most 
primary meetings among those, according to the text of the law, are: 
“Meetings held in places of worship”, and according to the content of 

(23)   Law No. (39), 2009.  http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=2057#.Xhn9yC1Aau
(24)   Resolution No. (16), 2002. http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=7151#.Xhn-Yy1Aau4
(25)   Resolution No. (41), 2008. http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=9385#.Xhn_fC1Aau4
(26)   Building Regulation Law No. (13), 1977. http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=6662#.XhoB9C1Aau4\
(27)   Law No. (32) of 2006. http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=2447#.XhpFFS1Aau4
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the article, mosques and Ma’tams are subjugated under the con-
cept of places of worship.
2.23.6. A ministerial decision in 1996 exempted Ma’tams from electricity 
and water bills, according to lawyer Abdullah Al-Shamlawi, in a blog post 
posted in October 2014 on his Twitter account, where he asserted that 
“Ma’tams are exempted from paying electricity bills by a government 
decision issued in 1996, and those that are five years old lapse due to 
the statute of limitations”. He added, “Whoever issued the decision of 
cutting electricity off Ma’tams despite the government’s exemption and 
the statute of limitations lapse, must cut electricity off of the law first(28)”.
2.24. Legislations in which places of worship, or similar concepts, are men-
tioned, without identifying its members include: 
2.24.1. Article (22) of the Constitution of the Kingdom of Bahrain, which 
mentions the concept of places of worship stipulates that: “The state 
guarantees the inviolability of places of worship.”
2.24.2. Article (12) Decree Law No. (14) of 1973 on regulating advertisements(29).
2.24.3. Article (1) Decree-Law No. (6) of 1999 amending some provisions of De-
cree-Law No. (16) of 1976 regarding firework, weapons, and ammunition(30). 
2.24.4. Article (22) Paragraph (c) Decree Law No. (15) of 2002 regarding 
the Shoura (Consultative) Council and parliament(31). 
2.24.5. Article (6) Paragraph (4) (f) in Law No. (26) of 2005 regarding po-
litical societies(32).
2.24.6. Article 1 of Law No. (85) in 2006 regarding protecting society from 
terrorist acts(33).
2.24.7. Law No. (15) of 2007 regarding narcotic drugs and psychotropic sub-
stances(34).
2.24.8. Article (4) Paragraph (A-6) of Law No. (8) of 2009 regarding com-
bating smoking and tobacco and its types(35).
2.24.9. Traffic Law promulgated by Law No. (23) of 2014(36).
2.25. The above clarification about places of worship in Bahraini legisla-
tion appeared in the local newspaper “Al-Bilad”, issued on January, 11, 
2017, in a news report published by the chairman of the Legislative and 

(28)   “Bahrain Mirror”: Al-Shamlawi: Ma’tams are exempt from electricity bills according to governmental decision since 1996. (translated title)
http://bahrainmirror.com/news/19458.html 
(29)   Decree Law No. (14), Article (12), 1973. http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=875#.XhpLGS1Aau4
(30)   Decree-Law No. (6), Article (1), 1999. http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=2923#.XhpLmS1Aau4
(31)   Decree Law No. (15), Article (22), 2002. http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=4064#.XhpMOS1Aau4 
(32)   Law No. (26), Article (6), 2005. http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=2407#.XhpNIi1Aau4 
(33)   Law No. (85), Article (1), 2006. http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=2125#.XhpOhy1Aau4
(34)   Law No. (15), 2007. http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=587#.XhpPfi1Aau4
(35)   Law No. (8), Article (4), 2009. http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=2192#.XhpRLy1Aau4
(36)   Law No. (23), 2014. http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=71322#.XhpRxy1Aau4
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Legal Fatwa Authority, Abdullah Al-Buainain, under the title: “It is difficult 
to clarify the term in all legislations.. The president of “al-Ifta’” [the Legisla-
tion and Legal Opinion Commission] settles a legal debate: Ma’tams are 
places of worship in some laws(37)”. 
2.26. In a session held at the end of June 2019, the Bahraini Parliament 
approved an urgent proposal on dealing with Ma’tams as places of wor-
ship, such as mosques, with regard to paying electricity and water bills(38).
2.27. In 2013, the Ministry of Justice and Islamic Affairs insisted on exclud-
ing Ma’tams from the category of places of worship in a clearly discrim-
inatory policy, which makes it involved in a systematic act of discrimina-
tion against more than 700 Ma’tams and Shiite places of worship in the 
country, with some dating back to more than two centuries. The blatant 
and explicit discrimination carried out by the aforementioned ministry in 
terms of considering Shiite Ma’tams as public utilities, led for the Electric-
ity and Water Authority to impose commercial and industrial sector fees 
and tariffs on them, which amount to being among the highest fees in 
this regard due to the lack of government support for this tariff.
2.28. The government in Bahrain considered mosques, churches, syna-
gogues, Hindu temples, Buddhist temples, centres for Qur’an memoriza-
tion, and some Islamic charitable societies as centres which legally fall 
under the concept of places of worship, thus making them exempted 
from paying electricity and water fees. Nonetheless, in terms of the Shiite 
community, it excluded Ma’tams from being legally described as places 
of worship and considered them as public utilities. This happened on a 
larger scale in 2012 as a result of the political situation that the country 
witnessed following the 2011 protests, with this dilemma remaining an on-
going matter of dispute and controversy until the day.

(37)     Al-Bilad newspaper: It is difficult to clarify the term in all legislations ... The president of “Ifta” resolves a legal debate: Ma’tams are places of worship in some laws (translated title). 
http://www.albiladpress.com/news/2017/3011/bahrain/416718.html
(38)     Review:
Al-Ayyam Newspaper: Ja’fari Endowments, in response to what was published by “Al-Ayyam”: We are working hard to address the electrical tariff file (translated title).
https://www.alayam.com/alayam/local/832436/News.html 
Al-Ayyam newspaper: “Al-Naby” calls for equality of Ma’tams as places of worship in paying electricity bills (translated title). 
https://www.alayam.com/alayam/Parliament/792957/News.html 
Al-Bilad newspaper: Deputees and Endowments are working on treating Ma’tams under the category of places of worship with regard to electric tariffs issue (translated title).  http://
albiladpress.com/news/2019/3850/bahrain/569378.html 
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2.29. A specific Bahraini legislation about the regulation of endowment 
functions and endowment entities (endowment organizations) and their 
management does not exist, nor are there legislations about the duties 
and authorities of the entities in charge of them; however some texts 
which regulate this exist in the following legislations:
2.29.1. Civil Law No. (19) in 2001 (previously mentioned) – considered as 
the most important Bahraini legislative law – clarifies some explicit legal 
endowment rules related to endowment rental, as mentioned in Chap-
ter Two: Contracts based on benefits, Section Two - Second: Endowment 
Renting, Articles No. 563-571. (Review the appendices for further details).
2.1.1. Judicial Authority Law No. (42) of 2002, the articles related to en-
dowments are: Article (13), Article (14), Article (17), and Article (18)(39).
2.1.2. Real Estate Registration Law No. (13) of 2013, the articles related to 
endowments are: Article (48), and Article (59).
2.1.3. Documentation Law No. (14) of 1971, the article related to endow-
ments is Article (6)(40).
2.2. The ownership of property, real estate, endowments, and places of 
worship is a private ownership with the funds being private funds for the 
independent and legal personalities enjoyed by the Ja’fari Shiite sect. 
Therefore the presence of a governmental body that takes over the or-
ganization does not indicate its ownership of the property, endowments, 
nor possessions of these personalities. It also does not indicate that this 
body has the right to exercise administrative tasks, nor that it has the right 
to dispose these funds. 

Endowments and property belonging to sects 
2.3. Endowments and property belonging to sects and belief groups are 
divided into the following categories in terms of their revenues and the 
benefits gained from them: 
• Endowments, possessions, and beneficial real estate, which are as-
sets that have been suspended or designated for worship or for the prac-
tice of rituals and ceremonies, such as mosques, Ma’tams, and Hussein-
iyas (Shiite places of worship), or that have been designated for holding 
activities and assemblies if the place is associated with a particular reli-
gious, preaching, volunteer, or charitable body, or for other kinds of char-
ity work such as shelter provision for the poor and for orphans. They can 

(39)  Judicial Authority Law. http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=4233#.XhpVeS1Aau4 
(40)  Documentation Law. http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=873 
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also be described as endowments and properties of worshipping 
groups, religious entities, or voluntary and chartable bodies (religious and 
voluntary organizations). 
• Endowments, property, and real estate benefits, which are: assets 
that have been suspended or assigned to the authorities or symbols of 
worship, and the establishment of religious, voluntary and charitable rit-
uals. They can also be described as endowments, and as invested prop-
erty with financial benefits.

The Chairman of the Endowments Council  
2.4. The bodies responsible for the managerial affairs of endowment en-
tities (endowment organizations), are their representatives, presidents 
(guardians), and boards of directors, according to the definition of ‘the 
endower’ in the endowment document. 
2.5. It is not permissible for anyone to compete with the representatives of 
endowment entities, with the guardians, nor with the boards of directors 
in their areas of specialties, except in matters related to public order, or 
to the responsibilities of the official regulatory body.
2.6. The Bahraini Civil Law stipulated some of the powers of the deputies 
and of those responsible for the affairs of endowments, which include: 
2.6.1. Authority of renting, where Article (563) “a” stipulates that “the 
guardian of the endowment is the one authorized to rent it” 
2.6.2. Authority of collecting rent; as Article (564) stipulated, the authority 
to collect rent is invested in guardians, not in the endowed unless he was 
authorized by the guardian to do so.  
2.6.3. Authority of spending rent in areas specified in the endowment 
document, this task regulates the legal (Shari’e) laws of the endowment.
2.6.4. Jurisprudence of Civil Law also clarified and explained the respon-
sibilities of the representatives of endowment entities.
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2.7. Many legislations have been issued in Bahrain regarding the tasks 
of the official governmental authority responsible for this issue, that au-
thority is the Ja’fari Endowments Council, this authority is responsible for 
the management, organization, control, and maintenance of Ja’fari en-
dowments that have a private legal personality. The legislations are listed 
successively: 
2.7.1. Declaration in Muharram 27, 1346 AH, No. 17/69 of 1346 AH (decla-
ration 1927)
2.7.2. Announcement on Shawwal 24, 1351 AH, No. 44 of 1351 AH
2.7.3. The Internal Structure (Ja’fari Endowments Council Law) in 1379 AH 
- 1960 AD (41)

2.7.4. Decree No. (6) in 1985 (42)

2.7.5. Decision No. (11) in 1991 (43)

2.7.6. Decree No. (45) in 2001 (44)

2.7.7. Decree No. (48) in 2007 (45)

Public Legal Personality
2.8. Public institutions and bodies are considered public legal personali-
ties that adhere to a mandated minister or council, in accordance with 
its basic structure. 
2.9. Public bodies adhere to specified ministers or councils in the sense 
that the mandated minister or council acts as the link between the coun-
cil of ministers and the public body having an independent public legal 
personality. The mandated minister and council also have a supervisory 
responsibility, where they are responsible for supervising the tasks of the 
council of the General Assembly, and writing reports about the perfor-
mance of the General Authority of the Council of Ministers.

Definition of the Ja’fari Endowments Council 
2.10. Regarding the organization and administration of Sunni and Ja’fari 
Endowment Councils Decree No. (6) of 1985 asserts that the Ja’fari En-
dowments Council is an independent governmental body, adherent to 
the Minister of Justice and Islamic Affairs. The First Article stipulated the 
following: “The supervision of Sunni and Ja’fari endowment functions shall 
be assumed by a council established for each of them. The council shall 
form two independent bodies adherent to the Minister of Justice and Is-

(41)  Ja’fari Endowments Council Law, (1379 – 1960). https://jaffaria.com/page/view/16 
(42)  Decree No. (6), 1985. http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=74
(43)  Decision No. (11), 1991. http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=6954
(44)  Decree No. (45), 2001. http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=745#.Xhpa1C1Aau4
(45)  Decree No. (48), 2007. http://www.legalaffairs.gov.bh/AdvancedSearchDetails.aspx?id=3834 
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lamic Affairs who has the authority to supervise them.”
According to this text, a number of notifications could be remarked: 
2.10.1. The Ja’fari Endowments Council is an independent public govern-
mental body that has a legal basis and an independent public legal per-
sonality, its own board of directors, its own budget, and that is adherent 
to the Ministry of Justice and Islamic Affairs.
2.1.2. The Ja’fari Endowments Council is an independent government 
body, with a mandated board of directors, which enjoys its full powers, 
just as any board of directors of a public body does.
2.1.3. The Ja’fari Endowments Council is adherent to a mandated minis-
ter, who is the Minister of Justice and Islamic Affairs.

Entities Accused of violations  
2.11. The primary governmental bodies that commit violations and arbi-
tration in the use of authority could be indicated as being: 
2.11.1. The government: One of the most important issues in which vio-
lations and discriminatory policies were and continue to be practiced is 
the issue of registering property and estates belonging to the Shiite com-
munity. The government had been preventing their registration, it had 
been considering them state property, and had been granting them out 
as gifts. Also, the government supports the Minister of Justice, it remains 
silent towards the violations that he commits against the Shiite communi-
ty, and towards his discriminatory decisions in this regard.
 2.11.2. The mandated minister that the Ja’fari Endowment Council is ad-
herent to is the Minister of Justice.
2.11.3. The Board of Directors of Ja’fari Endowments.
2.12. The Minister of Justice and Islamic Affairs, in his status as the mandat-
ed minister that the Ja’fari Endowments Council is adherent to, blatantly 
abuses his powers and adopts discriminatory policies against the Ja’fari 
Endowments Council. This prompted activists to consider that the minis-
ter is working on implementing what is known as “The Bandar Report(46)”, 
which had exposed a governmental plan targeting the Shiite community 
in Bahrain. The report included a section related to the case of Ja’fari En-
dowments, indicating that the government aims, according to the plan, 
and through continuous and systematic steps, at:
2.12.1. Limiting the functions of the Ja’fari Endowments, and restricting 
and minimalizing its organizational and executive roles. 

(46)    On what is known as ‘the Bandar Report’, review: Bahrain Center for Human Rights: http://www.bahrainrights.org/ar/node/1756 
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2.12.2. Delaying and disrupting the transactions of endowment entities, 
endowments, and individuals who present transactions related to the 
management of Ja’fari Endowments, with building permits being one 
good example.  
2.12.3. Creating obstacles in the affairs of Ja’fari Endowments with the min-
istries of the state, and with its institutions and bodies, and requesting those 
authorities, through official letters, not to deal with the Ja’fari Endowments. 
2.12.4. Demonstrating the incompetence of the Ja’fari Endowments 
Board to carry out its official responsibilities, in order to make it possible 
to demand its dissolution, or conversion into a council that is adherent to 
the Ministry of Justice and Islamic Affairs.
2.12.5. Abolishing the public legal personality of Ja’fari Endowments, and 
converting the council to one adherent to the Ministry of Justice, and Is-
lamic Affairs and Endowments, by preserving its organizational structure, 
provided that they are managed by a Director of Administration who 
submits to an agent designated by the Ministry of Islamic Affairs.

Overlapping responsibilities
2.13. One of the most important and genuine administrative dilemmas 
and challenges in the performance of the government regarding en-
dowments is the overlapping nature of the responsibilities assigned within 
the governmental bodies in charge of Ja’fari endowments. The Ja’fari 
Endowments Council assumes responsibilities and executes tasks that are 
beyond its areas of authority and responsibility, including the following:  
2.13.1. Organizational and supervisory functions and responsibilities for 
Ja’fari Endowments entities (endowment organizations).
2.13.2. Maintenance of places of worship specific to the Ja’fari community.
2.13.3. Investment activities such as the management of endowments, posses-
sions, and property of Ja’fari Endowments, including mosques and Ma’tams. 
2.14. One example of the overlapping nature of responsibilities assigned by 
the government was clarified by a statement issued by the General Assem-
bly of Bahrain Air Company, which indicated that: “3- The Minister of Trans-
portation is one of the members of the Board of Directors of Gulf Air and 
the Chairman of its Executive Committee; it is a flagrant challenge and an 
unprecedented violation of domestic and international law, as it combines 
the regulatory and supervisory responsibilities of the minister and his exec-
utive role in the aforementioned company. All of this has created a lot of 
ambiguity, uncertainty, and lack of clarity regarding the policies adopted 
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by the Ministry of Transportation(47)”. The statement overtly reveals the most 
important objections around the overlapping responsibilities of the Minister, 
and shows the strict oppositional stand adopted by Bahrain Air against this 
violation. 
2.15. As a result of the multiplicity of tasks and functions carried out by 
the Ja’fari Endowment Council, and the vagueness around of the extent 
to which the Board of Directors applies the laws that properly regulate 
the functions of the council, also, as a result of the absence of compe-
tencies, the lack of supervision over the performance of the Council, the 
undisciplined relationship with the specified minister, along other things, 
loads of violations erupted in the administrative functions, and a lack of 
transparency appeared in the performance of the council. The failure to 
provide services and maintenance to endowment entities and organiza-
tions, the marginalization of those in charge of it, and preventing them 
from carrying out their inherent specialization – as deputies of the private 
legal personalities (i.e. endowments, endowment entities, and Ma’tams), 
along other violations and repressive measures adopted by the Ja’fari 
Endowment Council against the Ja’fari endowments entities, such as: 

Private legal person
2.15.1. The lack of commitment of the Endowments Board of Directors, 
and its abstention from applying Article (18) of the Civil Law, Decree Law 
No. (19) of 2001, which states the following: “A legal person enjoys all 
rights except those inherent to the natural quality of man, within the limits 
legally prescribed for him. Thus the legal person enjoys an independent 
financial liability, eligibility, a right to litigate, an independent habitat, in 
addition to the presence of a deputy who expresses his will.”
       This text stated that a private legal person enjoys all rights provided 
to him by the law, and by that he would enjoy: 
• Independent financial liability
• Eligibility
• The right to litigate
• An independent habitat
• A deputy to express his will 
However, the successive boards of Ja’fari Endowments deal with en-
dowment entities – such as Ma’tams and endowments, which are pri-
vate legal persons that enjoy all the rights and constituents mentioned 
above – differently from what had been stated in the aforementioned 

(47)    Al-Eqtisadiah Newspaper: Bahrain Air: The Minister of Communications is the cause of the liquidation of the company... and our losses is 33 million dinars (translated title). 
 http://www.aleqt.com/2013/02/14/article_731744.html
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article, where it does not endorse these legal persons with independent 
financial liability, eligibility, nor with the right to litigate, or have a deputy 
who expresses their will, with numbers of facts present in audit reports that 
prove this. 

Intervening in the isolation and appointment of guardians
2.15.2. The intervention of the council in isolating and appointing guard-
ians and chairmen of boards of directors of endowment entities, where 
problems within endowments have aroused due to these procedures; 
knowing that the appointment and removal of guardians and chairmen 
of boards of directors of endowment entities is an authority invested in 
the Shari’a court, based on verified cases and facts. It is the Shari’a court, 
not the Board of Directors of Ja’fari Endowments, who decides appoint-
ments and dismissals. Several evidences of this interference by the Ja’fari 
Endowment Board of Directors are currently pending before the Shari’a 
court.

Financial Management 
2.15.3. The Council’s spending of endowment entities’ financial resourc-
es in matters irrelevant to endowments, and its coverage of the deficit 
of the Endowment Council from the financial resources of endowments 
without any permission from the guardians and deputies of endowment 
property to do so. In an act of fraud, the council would show its financial 
records as lacking any deficit, in the time when the actual records of en-
dowment entities and their endowments prove a large financial deficit, 
where a large gap between the written records and the actual records 
for endowment entities and their endowments exists. 

Taking action without reference to deputies
2.15.4. The council’s regulation of endowments, possessions, and prop-
erties of places of worship and endowments without the knowledge of 
representatives and guardians, and with no reference to the mandat-
ed Ja’fari Shari’a Court, which is the legal authority in this regard, and 
through the legal procedures followed in that. It is not permissible for the 
council or any party to sell, transfer, replace, dispose, or carry out any 
transaction of endowments without referring to the mandated Shari’a 
Court in doing so, based on Article (48) of the Land Registration Law No. 
(13) of 2013.

Legal discussion on “assuming” the endowment administration
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2.15.5. The boards of former and current administrations insist on imple-
menting the internal system of the “Ja’fari Endowments Council Law” in 
1379 AH - 1960 AD, and applying it to its relationship with relevant parties, 
such as the judiciary, endowments guardians and others. 
The second Shari’a Supreme Court of Appeal clarified in its publicly held 
session on the 6th of May, 2019 in Appeal No. 15/2018/01683/9 for the 
Shari’a case number: 14/2018/03709/9, the particularities of the decision 
it had issued, which stipulates that: “It is not mentioned [anywhere] that 
the Ja’fari Endowments Council is in charge of endowments and their 
charges according to the text of Article (2) of the internal system of ad-
ministration issued on the first of January, 1960, from the Ja’fari Endow-
ments Management Law, for this misunderstanding is clearly flawed. Also, 
it is not possible to rely on the aforementioned article to prove a plaintiff 
appellant, for two reasons: 
- First: What is legally established in Article (2) of the Civil Law No. (19) 
of 2001, which states that:
(a) The legislation is repealed explicitly or implicitly. 
(b) Cancelling the legislation explicitly happens through generating a 
subsequent legislation which explicitly stipulates this cancellation. 
(c) Cancelling the legislation implicitly happens when a subsequent leg-
islation which includes content that contradicts previous laws, or when a 
subsequent legislation is issued, which redesigns an issue that had been 
legally designed before.   
 Accordingly, it was evident that the internal system issued on the first 
of January, 1960, known as the Ja’fari Endowments Council Law, was 
implicitly repealed by Decree Law No. (6) of 1985 regarding the organi-
zation and management of the Sunni and Ja’fari Endowments Councils 
(according to the texts of the articles mentioned later), its amendments, 
and the decree Law No. (45) of 2001 and Decree Law No. (48) of 2007 
AD, as well as Cabinet Resolution No. (11) of 1991 regarding the internal 
regulations of the Sunni and Ja’fari Endowments Councils. Although the 
law included words such as “assuming”, as in the text of the first article: 
“The Endowments Council assumes the responsibilities of supervising the 
functions of the endowments, their administration, the disbursement of 
its revenues, the preservation of its objects, and its reconstruction, in ac-
cordance with the concept of the formulation of the endowment, and 
the expressions of those present, and in accordance with the provisions 
of Islamic law, according to the rulings of the specialized Shari’a court”. 
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However, the meaning of the word (assume) is: “exert” or “specialize” as 
commonly used in legislations and laws, such as “assuming the commit-
tee” or “assuming committee members” or “to assume” and so on.
The meaning obtained from the aforementioned article is this: (The En-
dowment Council supervises the functions of the endowments), that is, 
with regard to administrative and organizational matters only, and has 
nothing to do with the legal assumption that is an inherent jurisdiction of 
the Shari’a  court, according to the articles and the clarification provid-
ed. Consequently, the internal system referred to is a legislation that has 
been implicitly repealed, as it is inconsistent with the provisions of subse-
quent legislations related to it as previously explained, and contradicts 
a law of a higher rank, which is civil law, and therefore civil law –which is 
the highest ranking law in legislation – is the law in effect.  
Therefore, the appellant’s reliance on Article (2) of the internal system 
issued in 1960 in his legal authority to appoint and isolate guardians is a 
diligence in relation to the explicit text, and it is legally impermissible.
- Second: most of the articles of the internal system issued in 1960 
had subsequent laws issued to organize them. Rather, most of the arti-
cles of the internal system referred to, such as article (2), are inconsistent 
with subsequent legislations, such as Law No. (6) of 1985, which refers 
to the organization and management of the Sunni and Ja’fari Endow-
ment Councils, and its amendments. Likewise, Civil Law No. (14) of 1996 
in the legislation related to endowments in Chapter Two (Contracts that 
respond to the benefit of things), (Section Two: Some Types of Rent), 
Paragraph (Second: The Endowment Entry), in Articles No. (563-564-565-
566-567-568-569-570-571)], where it stipulated two types of endowments: 
endowments that have a guardian, who was described sometimes as 
the supervisor, and others as the assumer of the guardianship of endow-
ments; And endowments that the mandated Endowments Council un-
dertakes, where Article (563) stipulates:
“The guardian of the endowment has the authority to lease it. (b) Thus 
the endower does not possess it, even if the entitlement was limited to 
him, unless he was entrusted by the endower or granted permission by 
a subject who enjoys a legal authority to generate the lease, be it the 
guardian or the specialized Endowment Committee.” 
Article (564) also stipulates that “the mandate to collect the fare is for the 
guardian, not for the endower, unless the beholder has authorized him to 
collect it.” Likewise, it is not permissible to sell, transfer, substitute, nor gen-
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erate any conductive or non-transferable transaction with endowments, 
except by referring to the mandated Shari’a Court, and by informing the 
Survey and Land Registration Bureau, based on Article (48) of Law No. (13) 
of 2013 on issuing the Real Estate Registration Law, which states that: “with 
the exception of royal donations, there are no restrictions on certificates of 
gift or will or endowment or whatever is subject to change in the real estate 
registry, except after being documented, and after informing the special-
ized Shari’a Court. The agency issues property documents for real estate, or 
recommended property, or discontinued property, after recording the cer-
tificates referred to in the first paragraph of this article, and in accordance 
with the ownership documents of the donor, the trustee, or the endower”.
Also [prohibited] is a violation of the internal system previously referred to, 
that had been issued in 1960, and called the Law of the Ja’fari Endow-
ments Council on the Precepts of Ja’fari Jurisprudence and the Precepts 
of the mandated Shari’a Court (al-Wilaya Court). In addition to that, is 
the reliance of the appellant, as Chairman of the Council, on Article No. 
(2), which is part of the internal system (the internal regulation) and is of 
a lower rank than legal legislation, given that legal legislation is higher 
than regulatory legislation (the internal system), and therefore Civil Law 
–which enjoys the highest rank in legal legislation – is to be applied. It is 
incorrect to absolutely rely on the law of the internal system – which is im-
plicitly abolished – in all cases, even when there is no overlapping.”

Performing the exclusive role of the judiciary
2.15.6. The previous and current boards of directors insist on carrying out 
the exclusive role of the Ja’fari Shari’a Court– the issue that had been de-
nounced by the Second Shari’a Supreme Court of Appeal in its appellate 
decision number: 15/2018/01683/9, which stated the following: “with this 
being the case, after proving that the Chairman of the Ja’fari Endowments 
Council had exclusively issued the administrative decision of isolating the 
administrative supervisor of the Ma’tam, without respecting the rules of 
mandate, nor referring to the mandated Shari’a Court – The Ja’fari Shari’a 
Court – which is the authority specialized in appointing or removing guard-
ians and administrative supervisors over endowments with the presence of 
a justification for appointment or dismissal. From that, the decision issued 
by the chairman of the council, based on his legal description, would have 
been born dead and what has died does not come back; and it would 
have gone extinct and what had gone extinct does not come back to 
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existence, and thus, becomes deprived of its administrative descrip-
tion. Accordingly, and in a binding manner, the decision is considered ne-
gated due to its discordance with the law, since the council does not have 
the legal right to issue this decision, as it would imply an underestimation of 
the court’s authority and a usurpation of its right and its judicial authority. 
This would make the decision flawed by a substantial defect of a lack of 
specialization – or even a complete absence of specialization. If the ruling 
decides to reject the lawsuit, despite the clarity of the case, it would be 
shameful, as it would have been issued by a non-mandated party, know-
ing that such an issuing is ineffective, and must be cancelled.” 

Reforming the functions of the Ja’fari Endowments Council 
2.16. Reforming the legislative and regulatory aspects of the performance 
of the Ja’fari Endowments Council has become a common demand for 
those involved in Ja’fari endowments affairs, and one that is necessary 
for the stability of the community in Bahrain. Cases of discrimination and 
arbitrariness against endowments and places of worship can be over-
come if treated seriously and promptly. The most important legislative 
and organizational reforms that need to be achieved are the following:
2.16.1. Inaccuracy in legal, administrative, and organizational descrip-
tion of Ja’fari endowments’ [legal] status. Ja’fari endowments started 
enjoying an official organizational status in accordance with Declaration 
No. 17/69 of 1346 AH, under the label: “A Shari’e Administration” which 
abides by the Ja’fari Shari’a Court, then the name of the council, its struc-
ture, and its dependence on the executive authority changed. 
According to Announcement No. 44 of 1351 AH, its name became “Ja’fari 
Endowments Council” – a council belonging to the Bahraini government 
and directly adherent to it. The name “Ja’fari Endowments Council” was 
mentioned in Decree No. (6) of 1985, and is an independent body. Its 
supervisory authority was specified as being the Minister of Justice and Is-
lamic Affairs. Thus the inaccuracy in the administrational description and 
phrasing is evident, where the administrational description differs from 
the legal and structural description of the public agency! 
Therefore, efforts must be made to determine a unified legal, administra-
tional, and structural description for Ja’fari Endowments, in accordance 
with the contemporary Administrational Law. 
2.16.2. Absence of a unified regulatory legislation that regulates the functions 
of Ja’fari endowments. This issue has caused much legislative confusion, as 
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many misconceptions of the texts and specialties emerged, and the arbitrari-
ness and injustice of the figures in charge of the endowments and involved in 
its functions added to that confusion. The emergence of a single law on reg-
ulating the functions of Ja’fari endowments is expected to end the state of 
arbitrariness, difference, contradiction, and repealed legislative texts that are 
still acted upon in administrating Ja’fari endowments. Also, a new law would 
be expected to settle the state of legislative confusion currently existent, and 
cease the prevalent misconceptions of texts and specialties. 
2.16.3. The inaccuracy in determining the terms of reference between the 
Ja’fari Endowments Council with the mandated minister, and the vague-
ness of the de jure relationship between them. The letter submitted to 
the King of Bahrain on June 20, 2019(48) (see the full letter in the appendi-
ces) has exposed the profoundness of this major and genuine crisis which 
impedes the [proper] functions of the Ja’fari Endowments. The speech 
included 23 points against the decisions of the mandated minister, and 
called on the king to intervene and put an end to the arbitrations being 
committed by the Minister of Justice against the Endowments Council, 
places of worship, and endowed property belonging to the Ja’fari sect. 

Appointment of officials
2.17. Countries that respect their commitment to legal standards desig-
nate members of commissions and governmental bodies to be in charge 
of regulating the functions of a particular matter – such as volunteer work 
and the labor market – in an inclusive manner that guarantees that par-
ticipation of all parties concerned with the matter being regulated, thus 
enhancing transparency in regulation and supervision 
2.18. The Bahraini government appoints all members of the Board of Di-
rectors of Ja’fari Endowments according to what it deems appropriate 
from its own point of view, however, its appointment excludes the real 
representatives of the parties primarily concerned with endowment af-
fairs, who are: 
2.18.1. Scholars and leaders of the sect. 
2.18.2. Representatives of endowment entities that enjoy a private and 
independent legal personality, and those in charge of them.

(48)    Al-Bilad newspaper: A message that the Ja’fari Council submitted to His Majesty ... The Minister of Justice is uncooperative, procrastinating, and delaying! (translated title) 
http://www.albiladpress.com/newspaper/3859/571423.html 



Chapter Six

Public Utilities: Definition - Legal 
Personality - Legal Elements
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2.19. Public utilities are establishments and services not intended for spe-
cific individuals, but are rather considered as public property. Public utili-
ties differ from private utilities and private property, and are not catego-
rized under a single entity but rather vary according to the functions that 
they perform. 

Public Utilities: division according to functions performed 
2.20. Public utilities are divided in terms of the nature of their functions into 
the following types:
2.20.1. Administrative public utilities: carry out functions that individuals 
do not engage in, either due to their impotence, or due to the absence 
of a public interest in such an engagement. Examples for administrative 
public utilities are defence, security, and judicial utilities. Such utilities en-
joy the right of using public authority privileges to achieve their goals, 
and are subject to the provisions of administrative law.
2.20.2. Economic public utilities: perform commercial or industrial func-
tions similar to those of individuals. Such utilities enhance the conditions 
which private businesses that seek profit work under, such as the postal 
utility. These utilities are subjected to a mixed legal system, which com-
bines the provisions of private law in functions and means of regulation, 
with those of common law, such as the consistency in utilities’ functioning 
and equality among beneficiaries. 
2.20.3. Professional utilities: established with the intention of directing pro-
fessional activities, and maintaining private interests in a particular pro-
fession. Examples of such utilities are syndicates of engineers and law-
yers, which are subject to a mixed legal system combining public law 
and private law.
Public Utilities: division according to independence or the lack thereof 
2.21. In terms of independence or the lack thereof, public utilities are di-
vided into:
2.21.1. Public utilities enjoying an independent legal personality: are uili-
ties which had been recognized as having an independent legal person-
ality in their statement of establishment, and that have an independent 
organizational foundation.  
2.21.2. Public utilities that do not enjoy an independent legal personali-
ty: are utilities which had not been recognized as having an independ-
ent legal personality in their statement of establishment, and that do not 
have a separate legal foundation. Such uilities are ones adherent to an 
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entity with has a public legal personality, to which public law ap-
plies, such as the state, ministries, governorates, municipal councils, pub-
lic bodies, or public institutions.

Public utilities: divided by scope of activity
2.22. Public utilities are divided in terms of their scope of activity into:
2.22.1. State utilities: are public utilities whose activities are public, such as 
judiciary and health utilities.
2.22.2. Local utilities: are utilities whose activities are limited to a particular 
region or governorate, such as municipal facilities.

Attributes of public utilities
2.23. Establishments acquire the status of public utilities when the follow-
ing elements are available: 
• Objective: defining and clarifying the purpose of establishing a pub-
lic utility and the needs of citizens that it would help in fulfilling, where 
public benefit is one of the factors that distinguish public utility projects 
from private ones, with the latter targeting private benefits. If the impor-
tant and necessary component of (public benefit) does not exist in the 
utility, it would be denied of its public status, and would be considered 
a private enterprise, even if the state had created it or contributed to its 
establishment.
• Association with the public administration: activities of a public utili-
ty must be associated with the public administration, given that they are 
subject to the direct supervision, regulation, and control of details by the 
public administration, where the latter ensures the consistency between 
the performance of the utility and the primary goal it had been estab-
lished upon.  
• A distinguished legal system: The legal system for utilities is the ad-
ministrative law characterized by numbers of exceptional privileges or 
conditions, which constitute an important guarantee for the implemen-
tation of the public utility.
The state provides the public utility with a special system upon its estab-
lishment, which defines the utility’s framework, regulates and manages 
the means through which it functions, states the conditions for its cancel-
lation and supervision, in addition to a set of other provisions, rules, legal, 
and administrative principles. This system differs radically from the rules of 
private law and those of the legal system that governs private enterpris-
es. 
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Also, for the state’s administration of public utilities, it is authorized to issue 
administrative decisions, sign administrative contracts, and expropriate 
ownership or use the right to confiscate. Real estate and movable assets, 
are protected by government accounting rules, and the employee at 
the public utility is considered a government employee.

Principles of Public Utilities
2.24. The most important principles of public utilities are: 
• Endurance: The endurance of public utility services is considered 
one of the basic principles governing the functions of these utilities. 
• Equality between beneficiaries: Public utilities should not discrimi-
nate between one individual and another, on basis of religion, race, nor 
language.
• Other principles: such as the continuous and incessant provision of 
various services, without a decline in quality, receiving feedback from 
beneficiaries through allowing them to monitor and supervise its activi-
ties, working on continuously improving and developing the utility, and 
providing services to beneficiaries in the best, simplest, and least compli-
cated means. 

Are Ma’tams Public Utilities?
2.25. The government’s description of Ma’tams as public utilities, was an 
inaccurate and illegal description, for the following reasons: 
• As mentioned previously, Ma’tams are places of worship and ritual 
performance special to the Shiite community. According to these terms 
a Ma’tam is considered a private legal personality whose functions are 
regulated by private law, not a public utility, or a public legal personality, 
whose functions are governed by public law. 
• Ma’tams are endowments – as well as places of worship – which 
enjoy a recognized legal standing in legislations, and a clear legal en-
dowment personality. 
• Ja’fari Endowments have a private legal personality, and its func-
tions should be regulated by the Ja’fari Endowments Law, which the gov-
ernment restricts from being issued for political ends. 
• Ma’tams are places of worship and ritual-performance, and are en-
dowments; they cannot be legally described as public utilities under any 
term, nor can it be legally considered as one of its various divisions previ-
ously mentioned. 
- Thus according to the nature of public utilities’ functions, Ma’tams 
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cannot be considered public utilities, nor administrative, econom-
ic, or professional utilities.  
- Also, according to the independence of public utilities, or the lack 
thereof, Ma’tams cannot be categorized under this category either, nor 
can they be considered as utilities attributed to public law. 
2.26. If the government describes Ma’tams as public utilities that are sub-
jected to the Endowments Council, it would also be mistaken, given that 
the description is also inaccurate and illegal, due to the following reason: 
Ma’tams are independent private legal personalities that have their own 
legal institutions, and their specialized regulatory system, as previously 
mentioned. They are places of worship ritual performance for the Shiite 
community. In this regard, Ma’tams have private legal personalities, their 
functions are regulated by private law, and are not public utilities, nor 
public legal persons. 



Chapter Seven

Governmental benefits, grants, 
and fees: the categories covered 
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2.27. Legally, fees are the financial revenues that supply the public treas-
ury of the state, and with other revenues, they contribute to covering 
public expenditures, in compliance with the public benefit of society on 
both the individual and institutional level. Constitutions in different coun-
tries usually set a general constitutional basis for imposing or exempting 
fees, and this basis would be the scale upon which any legal rule would 
be measured if it is to be ratified under any law lower in rank than the 
constitution, be it a law or a regulation. Violating the principles of law, 
or the system of constitutional principles is absolutely impermissible. All 
parties are prohibited from undertaking any regulations that violate legal 
or constitutional principles, whether during charging fees or exempting 
from fees.  
2.28. Benefits, facilities, and exemptions from fees for legal personalities, 
including voluntary and charitable organizations, endowments, denom-
inations and belief groups is a system adopted by most of the countries 
that respect the specificities of sects and belief groups . 

Types of fees
2.29. Fees are divided into two types:
• Industrial fees: such as the fees charged on phones and mail.
• Administrative fees: such as fees imposed on civil activities, includ-
ing building construction fees, judicial, and practical fees. 
2.30. Article 107 of the 2002 constitution of the Kingdom of Bahrain asserts 
that: “The creation, amendment, or abolition of public taxes can only be 
done by a law, and no one is exempted from paying all or part of public 
taxes except in the cases specified by the law. Also, no one is allowed 
to impose other taxes, fees, or costs except within the framework of the 
law.” 
2.31. The Consolidated Financial Manual defines fees, for the Ministry of 
Finance and National Economy, as amounts of money that individuals 
or any other legal personality is obliged to pay to the state, in exchange 
for obtaining a service that provides them with a particular benefit. The 
definition of the fee includes government tariffs (Revenue System: System 
Number 6, Sub-Section Number 1/6, Issue 5).
In Bahrain, fees are imposed in accordance with the law, by that the law 
stipulates the necessity of imposing fees upon completion of a benefit, 
and assigns to the executive branch the task of drawing up lists and reg-
ulations that determine the fees [to be charged].
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Exempting Endowments from Fees
2.32. In accordance with Bahraini legislation, charitable organizations, 
places of worship, and endowments belonging to sects and belief groups 
are exempt from fees imposed on real estate including taxes, administra-
tive fees, and utility bills provided by the state. The Land Registration Law 
No. 13 of 2013 explicitly stated in Article (59)(49) that: “Contracts, gifts, and 
certificates under which the ownership of real estate is transferred to en-
dowments and charitable institutions are exempt from the fees imposed 
by this law”. Therefore, this legislation is consistent with the specificity of 
the Bahraini constitution regarding dealing with sects and belief groups.

State’s grants to Sects
2.33. Grants provided by the state to sects and belief groups (the Ja’fari 
sect in this case), is not considered public property for the state, nor a pub-
lic utility that should be registered among the state’s properties in the book 
of state property in the ministry of finance. They are rather endowments 
and property that are private to the Ja’fari community in this case, and 
are private to the party that they had been granted to in general, be it a 
mosque, a Ma’tam, or any endowment party that concerns the sect.  

Grants are not Acts of Privatization 
 2.34. The government’s disposition of granting real estate and land to sects 
should not to be considered an act of privatization, it is rather an act of 
ownership or endowment. In recent years, when the government of Bahrain 
granted the Ja’fari sect a piece of land, for building a mosque, or a Ma’tam 
for Shiites in a particular region, it stated the following: “Privatizing a piece 
of land that belongs to the Ja’fari Endowments Council”, and privatization 
is a legal term with clear legal indications, which should not be in contra-
diction with the indications of Religious Law (Shari’a). However, the indica-
tions of privatization are different from those of endowment, or from those of 
ownership, in addition to a number of other indications of Shari’e and legal 
actions. Article (26) of Bahrain’s Civil Code had highlighted the meaning of 
privatization in the following paragraphs:
“a) Public funds are real estate, movable assets owned by the state or by 
any public legal person. They are designated for public benefit in reality, or 
according to a law, decree, or a decision taken by the mandated minister.
b) These funds may not be disposed, seized, nor possessed, in accord-
ance with the statute of limitations.

(49)    Land Registration Law No. 13, Article (59), 2013. 
https://site.eastlaws.com/GeneralSearch/Home/ArticlesTDetails?MasterID=1736916&MasterID=1736916
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c) Specializing public funds for public benefits end after actually meeting 
the intended goal, or by the virtue of a law, decree, or decision issued by 
the mandated minister.”  
According to this article, the following could be noted: 
-  Privatization is the behaviour of the state or of a public legal person.  
-  Privatization takes place by investing public funds (real estate and mova-
bles) in public benefit. 
-  The means to privatizing is the actual act of privatization, or by privatizing by 
the virtue of a law, decree or decision issued by the mandated minister.
-  The inadmissibility of disposing, seizing, nor controlling public funds that the 
state specializes for public benefit, by the virtue of the statute of limitations.
-  The privatization of public funds ends in effect, by meeting the intend-
ed goal, or according to a law, decree, or decision issued by the man-
dated minister.
Accordingly, the Government of Bahrain’s privatization of public funds is 
not an act of ownership, nor is it an endowment to sects or belief groups, 
it is rather a privatization of public funds for public benefit, and they are 
funds (real estate and movables) that are owned by public legal per-
sonalities, not owned nor endowed to private legal personalities such as 
places of worship or endowment entities. 
This act privatization is explicitly and unlawfully inconsistent with Islamic 
rules and provisions for mosques, Ma’tams, and endowments, where Is-
lamic Shari’a entails specific guidelines in the procedures of each of the 
above. The expression that means: “the establishment of the endower” 
(Insha’ al-waqif) takes place when an endower takes an action that in-
dicates endowment, and expresses his commitment to it, and this has a 
number of conditions: for it to be assertive, accomplished, permanent, 
unconditional, and with a determined usage. Some fuqaha’ (Islamic 
scholarls) included specific rules for certain endowments: “If a mosque is 
destroyed it does not cease to be endowed, and selling it would still be 
impermissible, even if repairing it was impossible(50).” 

Addressing the Deficiency in Grant Legislation
Accordingly, the state should base its provision of benefits and exemp-
tions to sects, belief groups, as well as religious, endowment, and volun-
tary organizations, on legislations that regulate the functions of private 
legal persons, rather than dealing with them as public utilities, or as prop-

(50)      Selected issues, Sayed Ali Al-Sistani: Question (1284): (electronic version): (translated title) https://www.sistani.org/arabic/book/13/687/ 
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erty of public legal personalities. Moreover, the government is required 
to address the deficiencies present in legislations on grants, benefits, ex-
emption from fees, and all the special rights of legal personalities such 
as religious, endowment, and voluntary organizations, and develop leg-
islations that would be consistent with legal standards, and international 
treaties that would regulate the functions of private legal personalities, 
including persons (such as organizations), or funds (such as endowments). 
Despite the presence of an explicit confirmation of the rights of these or-
ganizations in some legislations, – as is the case in the Land Registration 
Law No. 13 of 2013, in Article (59) – many violations to these legislations 
occur on the practical level, where principles specific to public legal per-
sonalities are applied in cases that are considered public utilities, as is 
the case with the issue of electricity and water charges of Ma’tams in 
Bahrain. 

Confiscating and Withholding Funds of Private Legal Persons
2.35. In accordance with formal and judicial procedures, the govern-
ment and its public bodies may not confiscate funds of private legal per-
sons, including places of worship, religious, endowment, or voluntary or-
ganizations, without their knowledge. On the other hand, the previous 
administration of Ja’fari Endowments (during the presidency of Sheikh 
Mohsen al-‘Asfur), under pressure, had deducted and confiscated huge 
financial amounts of money from the accounts of Ma’tams that have 
endowments and property managed by the council. It did so for pay-
ing the money to the Ministry of Electricity and Water, without issuing a 
judicial order, and without the approval of the authorities in charge of 
administering the legal and Shari’e Ma’tams.  
This procedure is considered a violation of the constitution, and arbitrar-
iness in the use of power, where Article 9-d states that “the general con-
fiscation of funds is prohibited, and the penalty for private confiscation 
is only a court ruling in the cases specified by the law”.  According to 
Al-Bilad newspaper No. 3848 issued on April 28, 2019, a number of people 
responsible for the functions of Ma’tams in the villages of Bahrain have 
expressed their discontent with the unilateral behaviour of the Ja’fari en-
dowments [council], which is considered a dangerous, unprecedented 
violation of law. 
2.36. In the Unified Financial Manual of the Ministry of Finance and Na-
tional Economy, Clause (Control of Cash), Department of Receiving and 
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Preserving Government Funds (Branch Section 1/8 Issue 9/1); a specific 
text was mentioned in the case of direct deduction from customer ac-
counts, its states the following: “Fourth: Direct deduction from custom-
er accounts: Direct deduction is an order or authorization issued by the 
holder of a bank account, to the bank or financial institution, to deduct 
an amount of money from his bank account at certain times, and trans-
fer it to the account of the government agency in accordance with the 
terms and instructions specified by the account holder in the signed de-
duction order.” 

Managing endowments and paying bills of Ma’tams
2.37. A number of legal professionals asserted that the Ja’fari Endowments 
Council is not the body concerned with paying the bills of Ma’tams, and 
is prohibited from doing so without a legal and Shari’e justification which 
would enables it to pay the bills. This can be done through obtaining a 
legal authorization from the Shari’e and legal representatives of private 
legal persons, or from the authorities responsible for places of worship 
and endowments. 
Also, direct deduction from accounts of places of worship and endow-
ment entities specific to the Ja’fari sect, without the authorization of a 
representative or a guardian of the endowment entity, is a violation of 
the constitution and the law with respect to places of worship and ritual 
performance that are exclusive to an indigenous religious entity in Bah-
rain. 
In the case of fees imposed on Ma’tams, it was possible for the Electricity 
and Water Authority adherent to the mandated minister, the Minister of 
Electricity, to address the endowment entities directly, and in the case of 
an eruption of a dispute between the two parties, the matter would be 
referred to the mandated Bahraini judiciary. 
However, the attempts to seize and control the financial reserves of en-
dowment entities, by exerting pressure on the Ja’fari Endowments Coun-
cil – knowing that it is a regulatory body – for the purpose of deducting 
reserves, is an explicit arbitrariness of power. Even with the assumption 
that the Endowments Council is a representative of endowment entities 
in administrative affairs, it would not be authorized to execute except the 
functions that it had been authorized to execute (by the endowment en-
tities), and if it did so, its actions would be deemed void and illegal.



Chapter Eight

Positions condemning the govern-
ment’s discrimination against Ma’tams 
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2.38. Bahrain Interfaith warned against the malpractice of sectarian dis-
crimination that Husseini Ma’tams are being exposed to in Bahrain, after 
being treated by governmental bodies as public utilities or commercial 
companies rather than places of worship. In a statement published on 
December 12, 2019, Bahrain Interfaith considered that the crisis of elec-
tricity tariffs that have accumulated on Ma’tams is a violation of the con-
stitution. The center also warned against the consequences of this policy 
in deepening the existing crisis in the country, and believed this discrimi-
nation to be one example of the double standards in the policies of the 
government which praises tolerance and coexistence(51).
2.39. On November 24, 2015, a number of authority figures in Bahraini 
Ma’tams, Husseiniyas, and processions issued a statement warning 
against the systematic discrimination that the government is practicing 
against Ma’tams and Husseiniyas in Bahrain, and called for being treat-
ed equally with other religious entities in the country. 
The group called on the Ja’fari Endowments Council to perform its or-
ganizational and supervisory role, and assume responsibilities as an in-
dependent public governmental body responsible for organizing and 
supervising Ja’fari endowments. It also requested the Board of Directors 
to put an end to this discrimination, and to refrain from subjecting to the 
systematic violations being carried out against Ma’tams in Bahrain. The 
group warned the board from using Ma’tams’ financial resources man-
aged by the Ja’fari Endowmens Council without referring to the guardi-
ans of the Ma’tams, given that the latter is the party with the right to de-
cide, and spend the financial resources of Ma’tams. Moreover, it notified 
that the acceptance of the board to the conditions of the Electricity and 
Water Authority will be considered a complicity in the systematic discrim-
ination being practiced against Ma’tams. In the case of the Electricity 
Authority’s insistence on proceeding with its arbitrary procedures, it must 
address Ma’tams, who are the authority responsible in this regard, not 
the Ja’fari Endowments Council, given that Ma’tams enjoy a recognized 
legal standing, have a private legal personality, and would thus not ac-
cept being bypassed in this issue, as mentioned in the statement. 
2.40. The Assembly of Bahraini Scholars issued a statement in which it 
called on the government to abstain from making religious conditions 

(51)        Read the full report in the provided link: https://bahraininterfaith.org/?p=1968&lang=ar. 
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worse, and to refrain from adopting choices that would lead to a religious 
and sectarian escalation. It also called on it to treat a large indigenous 
sect among the sects in Bahrain – the Shiite sect – with justice, fairness, 
and transparency, and to explicitly recognize its legal personality, legal 
status, and religious organizations.  
The statement also called for the Shiite community to be given their le-
gitimate rights of having their religious organizations and endowments 
exempted from fees, just as other religious sects and groups, as well as 
the right of being granted benefits and contributions as other sects are 
granted. The statement stressed that the governments alteration of the 
statuses of the sect’s legal organizations would be an exposed act of 
discrimination that is clear in its arbitrary ends. Moreover, it emphasized 
that this would not lead to restricting an indigenous sect as large as the 
Shiite sect in the homeland, nor that it would lead to eliminating its rights 
or the rights of its religious organizations, such as endowments, places 
of worship, or religious and preaching activities. In addition to that, the 
statement demanded the Ja’fari Endowments Council and its board of 
having a solid stand in supporting and fostering places of worship and 
property that belong to the sect, and that enjoy a legal status and a legal 
personality which is independent from the Ja’fari Endowment Council. It 
also demanded that the administration commits to its legal and official 
role, characterized by organization, supervision, and maintenance, while 
dealing with the organizations of the sect, such as places of worship, en-
dowments, and properties.  
Moreover, the statement warned the Endowment Council and its board 
against the consequences of complying with arbitrary and discrimina-
tory decisions adopted by the government, and of disposing funds for 
places of worship and ritual performance, or endowment entities without 
referring to them and taking permission from the guardians or manage-
rial councils of the religious organizations of the sect. It also emphasized 
the importance of keeping them updated about the means proposed 
to dealing with the government’s arbitrariness in the issue of electricity 
and water fees, and stressed on the necessity that authorities of religious 
organizations, such as guardians and managerial councils, take compre-
hensive initiatives in affirming the rights of these religious organizations, 
and in unifying their voluntary efforts and stands against this sectarian 
discrimination.



Chapter Nine 

Recommendations 
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In order to avoid the discrimination, injustice, and administrative arbitra-
tion being practiced against Ma’tams in particular – which have an inde-
pendent private legal personality – and against Shiites in general – which 
are an independent indigenous religious entity that enjoys its religious 
specificities and that many Ma’tams and religious organizations adhere 
to, we provide the concerned figures, in this regard, with the following 
urgent recommendations:  
1- An urgent intervention of international organizations and parties 
concerned with protecting religious rights, to urge the government of 
Bahrain to respect places of worship such as mosques and Ma’tams (spe-
cial to Shiite Muslims). 
2- Official recognition of Ma’tams as places of worship, in compliance 
with the [state’s] recognition of other places of worship special to other 
sects and belief groups , such as Hindu and Buddhist temples, churches, 
and synagogues, in accordance with the law, with preceding adminis-
trative and judicial measures, and with the facts present. 
3- The right of religious endowments (religious endowment organiza-
tions) in Bahrain of having an independent private legal personality, in 
accordance with international and local laws that grant religious organ-
izations of sects and belief groups the right to enjoy full independence in 
managing their endowment and financial resources, as the case is with 
any independent organization having a private legal personality. 
4- The government’s obligation in explicitly recognizing private legal 
personalities and their independence, with examples of those personal-
ities being places of worship and ritual performance, such as mosques, 
and Shiite Ma’tams; in addition to its obligation of developing a system of 
legislation specific to this issue, and working on implementing them with 
all entities. 
5- Recognizing the rights of Ma’tams in enjoying the benefits grant-
ed by the government, including the exemption from fees, reception of 
funds, in addition to all other benefits and means of support provided to 
places of worship that indiscriminately cover all sects and belief groups, 
as well as allowing religious practice, ritual performance, and the prac-
tice of all other religious rites, with ease, safety, and comfort. 
6- Committing to the rights of Shiite religious entities and endowments 
in enjoying benefits and exemptions from fees- as independent private 
legal personalities – which would be the pretext for solving the electricity 
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and water tariff crisis, and for avoiding any future problems. 
7- Activating the Ministerial Resolution issued by the Prime Minister for 
year 2006 that states the following: “Ma’tams, as places of worship, are 
exempt from electricity and water fees.”
8- Applying legislations, laws, manuals, regulations, and the systems of 
the Ministry of Finance and National Economy, especially the unified fi-
nancial guide, regarding capital control, which states that direct finan-
cial deduction is not permissible without the signature of the account 
holder on the deduction order, and in case of dispute, the matter would 
be raised to the relevant Bahraini judiciary .
9- Issuing the necessary legislation to support, organize, sponsor and 
develop the functions of religious endowments of recognized sects in 
Bahrain.
10- Issuing legislations, regulations and systems that regulate the func-
tions of endowments of recognized sects in Bahrain in a manner that 
would provide each sect with a governmental regulatory body that has 
a own unified organizational legislation with a well-defined legal formula-
tion, provided that these official organizational bodies would be subject-
ed to the government through the Supreme Council for Islamic Affairs.
11- The elite among the authorities of Ma’tams should move forward in 
demanding for the rights of Ma’tams and endowments, based on their 
religious, legal, and moral statuses, and in stressing on their private legal 
personalities, which are independent from all political bodies, even in 
matters of regulation, supervision, and official sponsorship – i.e. in mana-
gerial affairs. 
12- Rejecting the actions of the Minister of Justice in subjugating places 
of worship, such as mosques, Ma’tams and endowments, to his direct au-
thority, his arbitrary decisions, or the engineering office adherent to him.
13- Rejecting the attempts of the Minister of Justice in subjugating the 
Ja’fari Endowments Council to his direct administrative authority, and 
treating it as one of the administrations in his council rather than as an 
independent governmental body, like other bodies, overlooking by that 
the principles of administrative law in establishing [governmental] bod-
ies.
14- Rejecting the manner in which the Minister of Justice deals with the 
board of directors of Ja’fari Endowments, his attempts to limit its deci-
sions, his requests to ministries and governmental agencies for not deal-
ing with the Board of Directors of the Endowments directly, and for not 
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accepting any transaction or statement issued by them. The most prom-
inent example of this is requests for building permits that require being 
submitted through the engineering office adherent to the minister. 
15- Defining the functions of the General Authority of Ja’fari Endow-
ments in the framework of organizational functions, and prohibiting it 
from accomplishing them arbitrarily. In other words, the General Author-
ity is unpermitted to execute managerial functions that are exclusively 
the responsibility of the guardians of endowments (endowment organ-
izations), regardless of the status of the guardian’s personality, be it an 
individual or a group, a real personality or a legal one. It is also prohibited 
from disposing endowments or making use of them, since the Ja’fari Is-
lamic judiciary is the body that exclusively enjoys this authority, except in 
the cases stated by the endower in the endowment record. 
16-  Emphasizing the recommendations provided in the first endow-
ment affairs forum held on Friday evening, 4 Jumada al-Akhira, 1435 CE 
– equivalent to April 4, 2014 –concluded under the title: (Endowment 
affairs…revival and development). These recommendations could be 
considered as a proposal of guidelines specific to Ja’fari endowment af-
fairs. The forum had previously expressed its hope in that these guidelines 
would shape a serious and genuine beginning for outlining prospective 
horizons of development in endowment affairs, and that endowment en-
tities would accomplish their tasks and assume their endowment respon-
sibilities in light of a pioneering legal endowment guideline (the recom-
mendations will be fully included in the appendices).  
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Appendices
1. Announcement of Mr. Adnan’s appointment No. 17/540/ 1345 – 23/ 
Rajab/ 1435H corresponding to January 26, 1927. 
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2. Announcement on Muharram 27, 1346 AH, No. 17/69 of 1346 AH. 
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3. Announcement on Shawwal, 24, 1351 AH – No. 44 of 1351 AH. 
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4. Recommendations of the first endowment affairs forum, 1435 AH – 
2014 AD. 

0.1. A call for the preparation of an endowment document, an en-
dowment code for Ja’fari endowments (the Ja’fari Endowment Law) as 
agreed upon, and approved by the scholars of the sect, the develop-
ment of an endowment guideline (a guideline statement for endowment 
functions), and [the development of] models for endowment arguments 
and legal procedures. 
0.2. Calling on scholars to assume endowment tasks of guidance and 
guardianship, and for affirming their role in preserving endowment affairs.
0.3. Stressing on the legal personality of endowments and dealing with 
them accordingly, promoting the culture of endowment entities as insti-
tutions, insisting on their independence from endowers and from inher-
itors, as well as stressing on the fact that endowments are charity and 
charity cannot be inherited, and committing to Islamic rulings and to the 
principles of law in this regard. 
0.4. A call on guardians of endowment entities, and other authorities 
responsible for endowment supervision to commit to laws, endowment 
guidelines, and accountability standards in all endowment actions. Also, 
to commit to the transparency in displaying them, and the invitation to 
involvement and volunteering in the affairs of endowment entities.  
0.5. A call on endowment and Husseini entities to form an association for 
endowment and Husseini entities. 
0.6. A call for enhancing the act of support and guidance of endow-
ment functions, assessing it, providing it with necessary standards, pro-
jects, strategies, and developing research and studies on endowment.  
0.7. An invitation to the endowment community to assume its role, tasks, 
and endowment responsibilities from the standpoint of enjoining good 
and forbidding the evil, and of financially contributing to endowment – 
providing charity – based on the principle of cooperation on righteous-
ness and piety.
0.8. A call for promoting endowment activists in different regions as in-
dependent voluntary groups, or as groups affiliated with local voluntary 
charities.  
0.9. A call for a general Ja’fari institutional framework (the Ja’fari En-
dowments Council) that would be comprehensively agreed upon by en-
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dowment parties, and adopted by the scholars of the sect. 
0.10. A call for an advanced regulatory legislation that would be agreed 
upon, to regulate the functions of the general endowment party (Ja’fari 
Endowments). 
0.11. Stressing on the importance of promoting an organizational struc-
ture designed to meet the administrative and functional needs. 
0.12. A call on the legal counsel (the legal endowment supervisory body) 
to supervise the functions of the general endowment party (Endowments 
Council), composed of scholarly figures, and to be specialized in arbi-
trating endowment issues, performing a legal (Shari’e) supervision, being 
critical, and providing legal guidance to the general endowment party. 
0.13. A call on the board of directors of the general endowment party 
(Ja’fari Endowments Council) to abide by its main functions, namely: or-
ganization, supervision, control, endowment guardianship, and endeav-
our to develop its performance and enhance its responsibilities.
0.14. Emphasizing the board of directors of the general endowment par-
ty, as well as stressing on its executive body, and on the necessity of work-
ing in accordance with legal standards and provisions. 
0.15. Calling on the general endowment party to study the major issues 
and challenges faced in endowment affairs, to address them, and to 
design a pioneering endowment organizational structure. 
0.16. Stressing on the necessity of the general endowments party’s ac-
tivation of the principle of participation and communication with other 
endowment parties.
0.17. A call by the general endowment party (Ja’fari Endowments Coun-
cil) on the guardians of general endowment entities, for committing to 
legal tasks, and accomplishing them entirely, and for committing to the 
regulatory legislations of the authority invested in the guardian of the en-
dowment council (the private beholder). 
0.18. Emphasizing the right of the general endowment party in making 
use of its privileges, its performance of supervision, organization, auditing 
of endowment bodies and entities, exercising judicial control, raising cas-
es of dispute on matters of assuming authority, and performing the tasks 
of the guardian of the private endowment party (Islamic Judiciary). 
0.19. A call for an establishment of an internal assessment and control 
group directly adherent to the board of directors of the general endow-
ment party. In addition to emphasizing the importance of the presence 
of an external control auditor and an audit bureau.
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0.20. A call for creating a competent and sturdy executive branch for the 
general endowment party (Endowment Council), enjoying expertise in 
managerial, technical, and organizational affairs. 
0.21. Calling on the general endowment party to work on separating the 
account of the general endowment party (Endowment Council), from 
the general account of endowments in banks and financial circles, and 
naming the general account of endowments with the name of the ac-
count holder, while assuring the correspondence between the ledger 
account and bank account of every endowment entity. 
0.22. Demanding that the general endowment party not dispose the 
funds of endowment entities registered in the general endowments ac-
count. 
0.23. Requesting the general endowment party (Endowments Council) 
to develop its legal affairs, administrative structure, and making it better 
qualified to execute its special tasks, and to assume its responsibilities in a 
highly professional manner.  
0.24. Emphasizing the importance of the existence of public endowment 
offices in the provinces of Bahrain which would be adherent to the gen-
eral endowment party, for supervising endowments, safeguarding them 
from transgressions, and following up on its affairs in provinces. 
0.25. Emphasizing the importance of the existence of a specialized eco-
nomic investment component adherent to the general endowment par-
ty, for providing services, support, progress and endowment investments 
to endowment entities in accordance with the system of agency, and 
with the existence of a structure of investment for endowment property, 
as well as for the tools of legal (Shari’e) investments. 
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Texts of Decisions and legal texts 

- First: 
Articles of the Civil Law No. (19) of 2001
- Second: Endowment renting*:
Article (563)
a. The guardian of the endowment has the authority to rent it.
b. Thus, the endower does not possess it, even if he is the only one enti-
tled for renting it, except if he was authorized by the endower, or entitled 
by an authority that enjoys the right of renting it, whether the guardian or 
the mandated Endowments Council.  
Article (564)
The authority of collecting wages is invested in the guardian, not in the 
endower, unless the latter was authorized by the guardian to collect 
wages. 
Article (565)
It is impermissible for the guardian to rent the endowment money to him-
self, or to his wife or to any of his ascendants of descendants. 
Article (566)
a. Renting the endowment with an outrageous financial disadvantage 
of the tenant (ghubn) makes the renting invalid, unless the lessor was the 
only authority entitled to make use of the endowment, in that case it 
would be permissible for him to rent the endowment with an outrageous 
financial disadvantage to himself, but it would not be permissible for him 
to do so for other beneficiaries. 
b. If the guardian charges the endowment with an outrageous finan-
cial disadvantage for the tenant, the tenant would be obliged to com-
plete the fee until it meets the actual equivalent value (al-mithl) of the 
rented property, otherwise the contract would be cancelled.
Article (567)
When renting endowment, estimating the equivalent value of the rented 
property (Ajr al-mithl) is based on the values in the time of the contract, 
regardless of the changes that could occur later. 
Article (568)
a. If the endower determined the duration of the rent he is obliged to 
commit to that duration, and it would not be permissible for the guardian 
to breach it unless he was authorized to receive a more rewarding rental 
for the endowments.
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b. In case of the unavailability of a tenant who is willing to rent the 
endowment for the period specified by the endower, or if renting the 
endowment for a period longer than that specified was more rewarding 
for the endowment, it would be permissible for the guardian in that case, 
after taking the permission of the mandated endowment council, to rent 
it for a longer period. 
Article (569)
a. It is not permissible for the guardian to rent endowment for more 
than three years, even if that was done by equivalent contracts, and in 
cases were the rental was for more than three years the period would 
automatically be reduced to three years. 
b. However, if the guardian was the endower, or the only one entitled 
to rent, it would be permissible to rent the endowment for more than 
three years, without the permission of the mandated Endowments Coun-
cil. Nevertheless, this should be done without overlooking the tenant’s 
right to demand for the reduction of the period to three years.  
Article (570)   
The endowment rental does not cease with the death of the guardian 
nor with his isolation. 
Article (571)
The provisions of the rental contract are applied to endowment rental in 
all cases that do no conflict with the previous texts. 
Article (862)
1- No intercession: 
a. If the auction was sold in accordance with procedures established 
by law.
b. If the sale occurred between ascendants and descendants, spous-
es, or between relatives of the second degree.
c. If the intercessor showed his disinterest, explicitly or implicitly, during 
the contract or before it, in purchasing under the presented conditions. 
d. If the property was sold to be turned into a place of worship or to 
become part of a place of worship, it would be impermissible for the en-
dowments to make use of intercession.




